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INTRODUCTION
• Diffeomorphic shape analysis approaches, among

which the Large Deformation Diffeomorphic Metric
Mapping (LDDMM) model, have proved very success-
ful in quantifying geometric differences on datasets of
images, landmarks, curves, surfaces...

• The LDDMM framework relies on diffeomorphic evo-
lution resulting from the flows of time-dependent de-
formation fields an measures shape differences by esti-
mating diffeomorphisms of minimal energy registering
shapes to each other.

t = 0 t = 1/3 t = 2/3 t = 1.

• When applied to shapes represented as measures in
particular varifolds [1], this provides an effective ap-
proach to register and compare a wide variety of ge-
ometric objects. However, diffeomorphisms alone are
not always sufficient to accurately account for all the
variability encountered in shape datasets.

• To address the specific issue of mass imbalance when
comparing e.g. fiber bundles or incomplete shapes,
we propose to augment previous varifold deformation
models with an additional density (or mass) transfor-
mation process.

RESULTS
We show results of the previous global density rescaling model (LDDMM+GD) in comparison to the pure diffeomorphic regis-
tration approach (LDDMM), specifically in situations with important mass imbalances between the source and target.
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Single curve registered to CP fiber bundle (365 curves), the LD-
DMM+GD approach leads to α∗ = 348.80.
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Registration of CA fiber bundle (431 fibers) to Fornix fiber bundle
(2151 fibers) with the LDDMM+GD model. The estimated α∗ is 4.18,
close to the fiber density ratio of the bundles.
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LOCAL DENSITY CHANGES

• In some situations, for example when comparing incom-
plete surfaces, local density transformations are more
adequate than a single global mass rescaling.

• This can still be modelled within the above discrete
varifold setting by introducing rescaling vectors α =
(α1, . . . , αN ) such that the rescaled version of µ =∑N
i=1 riδ(xi,Ti) is α · µ =

∑N
i=1 αiriδ(xi,Ti).

• The previous registration problem can be then general-
ized by considering the minimization of:

1

2

∫ 1

0

‖v(t)‖2V dt+
τ

2

N∑
i=1

ri(αi − 1)2 + λ‖α · µ(1)− µ′‖2S

over all deformation fields v and rescaling vectors α ∈
RN+ . The estimation is done by joint gradient descent
(with the L-BFGS algorithm).
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An interesting idea we intend to explore in future work is to
replace the static rescaling variable α by a dynamical process
and construct cost functions that will lead to new Riemannian
metrics on discrete varifolds.

SHAPES AND DISCRETE VARIFOLDS
• Varifolds are positive measures on the product space

Rn × Sn−1 representing position and direction.

• A Dirac varifold δ(x,T ) is a point mass located at po-
sition x ∈ Rn in the direction of T ∈ Sn−1. A
discrete varifold is a weighed combination of Diracs:∑N
i=1 riδ(xi,Ti) with ri > 0.

• Discretized curves or surfaces can be represented (or
approximated) as discrete varifolds:

• Varifold spaces can be equipped with reproducing
kernel Hilbert norms which we write 〈·, ·〉S . Those
provide convenient and explicitly computable pseudo-
metrics between discrete varifolds which one can use as
discrepancy terms in registration problems.

REGISTRATION MODELS

LDDMM registration of varifolds

• Denote v ∈ L2([0, 1], V ) a deformation field with V a
Hilbert space of smooth vector fields on Rn and t ∈
[0, 1] 7→ ϕvt its flow map. The deformation can then
transform a Dirac δ(x,T ) through the action:

ϕvt · δ(x,T )
.
= |dxϕvt (T )|δ(ϕv

t (x),dxϕ
v
t (T ))

that represents a combined transport of the Dirac’s po-
sition, rotation of its direction and reweighting of den-
sity by the Jacobian of ϕvt along T . For discrete varifolds
representing a curve or surface, this action is consistent
with the usual diffeomorphic transport.

• Given two discrete varifolds µ0 (source) and µ′ (target),
the LDDMM registration problem can be formulated [1]
as the minimization of:

1

2

∫ 1

0

‖v(t)‖2V dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
deformation cost

+λ‖µ(1)− µ′‖2S︸ ︷︷ ︸
discrepancy term

(1)

over deformation fields v ∈ L2([0, 1], V ) where we de-
fine µ(t) .= ϕvt · µ the transported varifold at t.

Augmented density change model

• We want to complement the above deformation process
with an extra rescaling of the varifold’s density by a
global factor α ≥ 0 to be jointly estimated with v. We
thus introduce the following functional:

1

2

∫ 1

0

‖v(t)‖2V dt+
τ

2
(α− 1)2 + λ‖αµ(1)− µ′‖2S (2)

• For fixed v, the optimal α can be expressed in closed
form based on the kernel metric:

α∗ =
τ
2 + λ〈µ(1), µ′〉S
τ
2 + λ‖µ(1)‖2S

. (3)

leading to an optimal control problem on v only which
is solved numerically based on a shooting method.

• The weighting parameter τ controls the relative contri-
bution of the density rescaling versus diffeomorphic de-
formation of the varifold µ0. Note that τ = ∞ reduces
to the previous diffeomorphic registration model.

τ =∞, α∗ = 1 τ = 50, α∗ = 0.677 τ = 0, α∗ = 0.407

Registration of single Diracs with a weight ratio of 0.4.


